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0. Introdluction 
A very old and fundamental theorem concerning principal ideal domains states 
that a finitely generated module over such a ring must be a direct sum of cyclic 
modules. In the more restrictive setting of complete discrete.valuation rings, one 
gets even better results, at least in rhe case of torsion free modules. In fact 
Kaplansky [S] shows that a countably generated torsion free module over a 
complete discrete valuation ring is necessarily isomorphic with a direct sum of a 
free module and a divisible module (that is, a vector space over the field of 
fractions). The important point here is that a countably generated, torsion free 
module over such a local ring is necessarily free as long as it is separated in its 
maximal ideal topology. It is this latter statement hat is the source of our motiva- 
tion in the beginning of Section 1. With a rather mild adjustment of hypothesis, we 
prove an analogous theorem for countably generated, torsion free modules over 
complete regular local rings. This result was overlooked in our first paper [3] on this 
subject. In addition we give an example as to why the strengthening of the 
topological condition is necessary. Other properties of maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
modules are also discussed. For example, if the local ring A is a module finite 
extension of the regular local ring 411 and if C is an A-module which is R-free, then 
every system of parameters of A is shown to be a regular sequence on C These 
results as well as others that follow are an outgrowth of the author’s paper [3] on 
entations of complete local rings that folio the landmark paper of 
1, in which the existence of maximal en-Macaulay modules was 
for equicharacteristic local rings. 
In Section 2, a module-theoretic technique is given 
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In Section 3, we give some applications of the existence of maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay modules that are free over a regular local base ring. For example, we give 
a short proof of H.-R. Foxby’s result [2] that, if 1M is a module over an essentially 
equicharacteristic local ring (A, m) and if mlM # M, then 
dim A s dim M-t flat dim M. 
The crucial point here is that one can turn finite exact projective or flat A- 
complexes into exact prqjective or flat complexes over a regular local ring by 
soring with the aforemcentioned type of maximal Cohen-Macaulay A-module. 
mmhition of a Tmrem of Kapiandcy 
Let (A, m) be a local r ng and let x1,. . . , & be a system of parameters for A. 
After Hochster (41, an A *module C is called a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module 
with respect to the system of parameters x1, . < . , xd provided mc # c and &+r is 
regular on C/’ (x1, . . . , &)c for i 20. In his remarkable paper [4], Hochster 
shower that every equicharacteristic local ring possessed such a countably 
enerated module with respect o any prescribed system of parameters. In [3] we 
showed that, if A is comple ?e and is a module finite extension of a regular local ring 
Rp then one can construct from Hochster’s module a new maximal Cohen-Macau- 
lay A-module F which is free over R of countable rank. One is led to the question 
as to when countably generated, maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over regular 
local rings are free. In case R is complete of dimension one (i.e. W is a complete 
discrete valuation ring), Kaplansky [S] gives a remarkably easy answer to this 
question. Namely, he shows that a countably generated, maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
module C is free provided it is separated in its maximal ideal topology. If the 
restrictions of completeness or countability are dropped, then there are all sorts of 
nonfree maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules. We shall show in Example 1.3 the 
condition that C be separated in its maximal ideal topology (i.e., the zero sub- 
module of C is closed in the maximal ideal topology) is not sufficient to guarantee 
tl,dt C be free. However, the requirement hat 1C be closed in the maxirzal ideal 
topoeogy on C for each ideal I turns out to be sufficient o guarantee that C be free 
(cf. Theorem 1.1). This result was essentially proven in our paper [3]. However, it 
was not precisely stated there, and so we shall do so here. All topological references 
will be with respect o the maximal ideal topology (i.e. “m-adic” topology) unless 
. ) be 62 complete regular local ring and suppose C is a 
countaNy generated R-mod&. Then the folio wing are equivalent: 
‘IrZe module C is a free R-module. 
-module and IC is n closed submodule of C 
. 
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Pmof. The implication (i) ‘implies (ii) is obvious, and (ii) implies, (iii) is a result 
of Proposition 2.10 [3]. Finally, the implication, (iii) implies (i) is simply Theorem 
2.4 [3]. ‘.1 c 
I ‘ a da . c’ 
Before constructing our ex&mple; that “demonstrates that separation in the 
maxima1 ideal topology is not sufficient to guarantee freefiess of a countably 
generated, maximal Cohen-rulacaulay module over a comlplate regular local ring, 
we need a lemma on flatness. For a local ring R with a maximall ideal na and residue 
field k, the notation Mu denotes the Matlis dual of the R-module M, that is, 
M” = FIom(M, E(k)) w h ere E(k) denotes the injective envelope of the residue field 
of R. If R is complete; a standard duality formrtia (see Cartan and Eilenberg 
[ 1; Chapter VI]) gives that 
Extk(M, N) = Torf(ILI, NO)‘, 
for all i > 0 and finitely generated N 
Lema 1.2. Let (A, m, k) be a local domain and suppose that N is a torsion free 
A- module such that NP is a flat Ap-module for each prime idleal P of height one in A. 
If Extk(N, k)=To$(N, kj = 0 for each i > 0, then P+J is a flat A-module: 
Proof. The proof follows that of Proposition 2.10 [3] From our hypothesis, we get 
that To&N, L) = 0 for ah i > 0 and all modules L of finite length. We will show 
that To$(N, M) = 0 for all i > 0 and each finitely generated M by induction on the 
dimension of M. At this point we may suppose dim M > 0 and that our claim holds 
for all finitely generated modules of lesser dimension. Since Torf(N, j vanishes on 
modules of finite length for i > 0, we may even suppose that depth M > 0. Let n E A 
be a regular element on M. From the exact sequence 
O+M$M+MjaM+O 
we have that 
Torf(N, M) G To$( N, M) 
is an isomorphism for i > 0, since Tor”(*N, M/aM) = 0 by induction for i > 0. 
Consequently, for i > 0, Torp(N, M) is a-torsion free and a-divisible. On the other 
hand, for any prime ideal P of height one which contains a, we have that 
= 0 if i > 0, since Mp is a flat Ap-module. rt follows that 
Torf(N, M) = 0 for i > 0, 
and we conclude that N is a 
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at least 2. Therefore, R is a regular local ring of dimension at least two* Now let w 
a principal prime in R and let Q denote the field of fractions of the integral 
domain R/?rR. We now observe that Q is necessarily a countably generated 
R- ule and from [7] that Q has projective dimension 1 as an R/lrR-module 
(denoted pddlJRR(Q)= 1). We can now form an exact sequence 
04K+F+Q+U, 
where F is a free R-module of countable rank and where the syzygy K is a 
untably generated R-lrlndule. since nQ = 0, it follows that 
TorF(R/nR, Q) == Q. 
uently, after apr\ +ng the functor R/vR 0 - to the above short exact 
9 we obtain the eh(act sequence 
since T’mf(&-‘dZ9 Q)z Q. ii Mows that K/7& E Q@ V, where V is a nonzero 
free R/~Rmdule. This is a result of the fact that pdRIwR(Q) = 1. Hence K cannot 
a free R-module, since Q is not 8 free R/trR-module. However, K is sepaxated 
in its m-adie topology ,amd is free at prime ideals of height one, since K is 
morphic with a submtiule of F. IPf i > 0, then 
TorF(K, k)=7”o&(Q, k). 
oreover, if Q E off and a is not divisible by T, then the map Q-f: Q is an iso- 
morphism. Hence, so is the induced map 
Tor~,(Q, k)k’or~,(Q, k). 
However, this latter map is also zero since a annihilates k. Therefore, Torr(K, k) = 
0 for i >O, and thus by Lemma I.2 K is a flat R-module. Of course # is also a 
maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module which is not free. 
We now turn our attention to the following question. Let A be a complete local 
ring which is a module finite extension of the complete regular local ring R. 
Suppose that C is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay A-module which is free over R. 
t systems of parameters of A are regular sequences on C? Hochster [6] has 
how to modify his construction in order to obtain maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
every system of parameters of A is a regul equence on C Our 
dishes the iact that those maximal Cohen caulay A-modules 
which are free over R already have this property. 
de finite extension of a 
le. 
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Pmof.~ It i’s clear that every system of parametersof R is a regui w sequence on C. 
So we shall argue by way of induction on the number of-parameters coming from R. 
Let al, 42,. . . , ad be the system of parameters under consideration, Since A is a 
> -pa&@ --finite _ 1 egt&n&op p’: df;iy@;;: w@::,wfi fifi&<&e~._~~~~~$~Y~ that; _-&&ics-&;& E ,J?, j and 
@,‘az,/; ; ;.$ h6) & dstili & $+&&J ‘St p&~$&t&~;$$~,:~~ ,$$&&s il ii fi&s@ly” re&la.r 
on ,C,:it f~~~o~gY~~at:&l h&i & a&-$; S T&&& to &t&lf$& that, if cf;, .&q = 0, for 
01 >-**t ~I&C, then v&al,..., a, _*)C Multiplying “the preceding equation 
through by b gives the equation 
. By induction, v,z have that rl, a2, . . . y ad is a regular sequence on C. Hence 
bu: E (rI s ;A iy . . . :, a,_,)C, that is, 
f-1 
bvf = rl WI+ C aiwi. 
i=2 
? her$‘are, multiplying this equation by al, we obtain 
f-l , 
rlvt - rlal wl. + C ai(~iwi)* 
i=2 
WI 0 cn v, - al w1 E (a2, . . . , a&C, since r~, a2, . . . , a,_l is a regular sequence on 
,:” 3~s v&al,. . . 9 a,_,)C, and the proof is complete. 
RuNuwH... (The notation is understood to be the same as the preceding notation.) 
All thal one needs in order that the above argument holds is that every system of 
paran&ers for R is a regular sequence on C. 
Our next result (Theorem 1.7) on maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules, which are 
free over a regular local base ring, was attributed to the author in Hochster’s article 
[6]. Since no published proof has appeared, we shall present one here. 
bm 1.5. Let S pnd T be regular local rings and suppose further that S is a module 
finite extension of T. If K is an S-module that is free as a T-module, then K is 
necessarily free as an S-module. 
of. First of all, it easily follows that S is free as a T-module since a system of 
parameters of T will also be a system of parameters for S. Hence 
depth, S = depthTS = dim T 
and consequently dT S = 0. Since is naturally an S - 
natural equivalence of functors on S-modules 
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via the Adjoint Isomorphism Theorem. If 9 represents a short exact sequence of 
LS ules, then the induced sequence Horn& 6&S, Y’) remains short exact, 
since both K and S are free over T. But then HomT(S, Horn& 3’)) is also short 
exact by the above natural equivalence of functors. Since S is free as a T-module, 
we now have that the induced sequence Horn&, Y’) is short exact for any short 
exact sequence 54 of S-modules. it follows that K is S-projective and, hence, 
S-free, since S is a local ring. 
1.6. Let S and T be regular i’ocal rings with S a module finite extension of 
iT. Let M be any S+nodc~c!e. Then pds M = pdrM. 
f. As was noted #,<n the: h*roof of Lemma 1.5, S is necessarily free as a 
ule. So let 
be an S-projective reolution of M and let &.,.I = Ker(Pi + Pi-l) be the (i + l)st 
sy%U - in this resohutLn. Since S is free as a T-module, we have immediately that 
pds M. On the other hand, if some syzygy Ki is free as a k-module, then it 
is also free as an S-module by Lemma 1 S. Therefore, pds M s pdTM 2nd thus 
pdsM==pd& 
1.7. Let A be ar equicharacteristic, complete local ring which is a module 
finite extension of the complete regular local ring R. Suppose that C is a maximal 
&hen-Macaulay A-module which is free as an R-module. Let S b? an equieharac- 
teristic regular local ring such that A = Sf I. ‘Plzen pds C = dim S-dim A. 
It is sufficient to establish the result when all complete rings in question 
have ;he same coefficient field. Let R = k [[x1,. ,. . , xd]]. Then one can construct a 
ring homomorphism #: R + S such that the triangle 
S-A 
ccmlmutes. oreover, there are elements yl, . . . , yt in I such that 
4~~1~, * ’ - 9 4(&I, y1, - - - 7 y, is a system aIf parameters for S and S is a module finite 
e~te~~~n of the regular local ring 
mutative sqraare of ring homomorphisms 
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where the vertical maps are manic and the horizontal homomorphisms are sur- 
jections. Since the module C is R-free and since T and R are regular, standard 
“change of rings” results yield that 
.’ pd&P=dim’T-dim R =‘dim.S-dim A. ’ 
‘, . . 
E?ut by Corollary 16, we. have that pdTC = pds C which completes our 
argument. 
Corolby 1.8. Let S be a complete regular, equicharacteristic local ring and let P be a 
prime idea! of S. Then there i$ a countably generated, maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
S/P-module Csuch that pds C = height lls 
The proof of this result is the immediate consequence of Hochster’s construction 
of maximal Cohen-Maculay modules 141, Theorem 3.1 [3] and Theorem 1.6. 
2. Lifting of represenbtions of local rings 
As in the previous section, let A be a local ring which is a module finite extension 
of a regular local ring R. With regard to finding a finitely generated maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay A-module having rank n over R, it has been explained in [5] or 
[3] that this is equivalent to obtaining an R-algebra homomorphism A + M,(R), 
where Mn(R) denotes the ring of FZ x yt matrices over R. This of course means that 
there is an acilon of A on a free R-module of rank n which extends the action of R. 
In [3] it was shown that every complete, equicharacteristic local ring A has a 
represen+.ation A + M,(R), where M,(R) denotes the ring of countable, column 
finite matrices over R. In addition, Hochster [S] has established that, if x # 0 E R 
and if A/x*A has a representation A/x”A+ M,(R/x”R) for each positive integer 
FZ, then A itself has a representation A + M,(R). Hochster’s method is to make use 
of his techniques for solving polynomial equations over commutative rings as set 
forth in [4] or [6]. Here we wish to demonstrate a module theoretic technique for 
the lifting of “noncoherent” representations of A/x”A over R/x”R (assuming such 
exist for infinitely many n) in order to obtain a representation of A over R. Suppose 
that Vn is the free R/x”R-module for which A/x”A has an action. By noncoherent, 
we simply mean that it need not be the case that Vn+l/~nVn+l is isomorphic with 
V,. If this were true, then the construction could simply take the form of an inverse 
limit. 
Let A be a complete local ring that is a 
ule V, whiles Es free 
ion of a complete 
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?here is an exact 
P-+ T-, V-+C+G. 
Since V is an A-module, it is easy to see that T is also an A-module from which it 
fofiows that C is an A-muduie. Since A is a module finite over R, it suffices to show 
that a system of parameters for R is a regular sequence on C, in order to establish 
that 6 is both a maximal Gohen--Macauilay A-module and maximal Cohen- 
acaulay R-module. In oder to facilitate the computations in our proofs to follow, 
we ?et F, be a freie R-mocu!e, for n > 0, such that F,,/xnFn = V,. 
2.1. (We use the lotation above.) An element v= (v,,) in V is in T if sl;ad 
only if there is a positive krteger 1 and w, in Vn such that v,, = xn-‘w, for n 3 1. 
l The condition aLove is kearly sufficient. So suppose v in T. Then there is 
i > 0 such that 
xiv ==(dvJ=O. 
Let /n in F, be such that 
v,, = f’ + x”F,. 
Then ~‘19, =0 implies that 
xlfn = x”g,, for g, E F,. 
Since x is regular on R and since jTn is a free R-module, this means that 
/ =X 
n-l 
n gn for n 2= 1. 
Consequently, we may take 
wn =gn+xnF,;, for@4 
The reverse implication is clear. 
2.2. 77re module C (see definition above) is a maximal Cohen-Mkcaulay 
R- module. 
xd be a system of parameters of R with x = x1. Suppose that 
as the property that it is an xl-torsion element in V/x2 V, that is, suppose 
x ‘v = x2 w. Since x ‘v~ = x2 w, fur each n, there are 
elements &, g,, Ig, E F, with 
c, = 
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For n * l, one has that g, = x&A, since X1, x2 is a regular sequence on F,. Therefore, 
f n =x&+x”-‘h, for n?N. 
Let w!, and z, be elements of Vn su,ch that 
W’ f=gf,+x”F, and zm=h,+x*Fn fornN..- 
Also put 
tn = xn-‘z, for n a 1. 
, 
For n < I choose elements ,wA and tn of Vm SO that vn = xzwk + tn. Now let w * = (d ) 
and t = (tn) in V From the ‘preceding equations WI;: see that v = xzw’ + t and, by 
Lemma 2.1, that t e T. I-Ience, if v in V represents a &torsion element in V/x2 C: 
then v = t (module x2 V), wheze t E 1”, This mea.ns that the image of the natural map 
T/x2T in V/x2 V is the set of all elements in V/x2 V that are annihilated by some 
x’, for I>O. One can also easily check that x2 is repular on both V and C, since 
(x, x2) is a regular sequence on F, for each n. Thus, it follows that the sequence 
O-, T/x2T+ V/x2V+ C/x2C+0 
is exact and represents the same construction over R/x*R as the original sequence 
did over R. Since x will always be regular on the right hand end of any such 
construction, we see that x2, . . . , xd, x is a regular sequence on C by induction. 
It remains only to check that mC # C where m is the maximal ideal of R. For 
each n > 0 let vn be a free generator of V’ and put v = (vn). Suppose v represents 
an element of arC Then there are elements al, . . . , as in m and wl, . . . , w, in V 
such that 
where t E T. But from the description of T in Lemma 2.1, we observe that vn is 
necessarily in mV, for n > Z, where x ‘t = 0. However, this is a contradiction to our 
choice of the vn for m > 1. Thus, mC # C and C is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
R-module. 
a 2.3. The module Hom(C, R) is nonzero and is also a maximal Cohen- 
Macaulay R- module. 
From [3; Proposition 2.6(b)] at Extk(C, R) = 0 for i HI. 
ver, the above claim clearly holds when dim R = 0. So suppose y is a regular 
nonunit of R which is also regular on C. From the exact sequence 
O+Hom(C, R$Hom(C, R)+Hom( 
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since Ext ’ (C, R) = 0. By induction on dim R we obtain the desired conclusions. 
We now return to the exact sequence 
There is a flat resolution of V = n V,, . 
where (x”) denotes the rn~;‘:~ (fn) ++(n fn). Composing the homomorphisms n F, + 
V and V-+ C, one obtains an epimorphism n F, + C with kernel K. Then 
nx”P’,‘,, rk’ anI\: K/(nx*Fn)z T. 
If t8 = (0,) E T, we have b: Lemma 2.1 that 
v* = xn -lw, for Wn E Vn and n 2 l, 
where XIV = O. Consequently, K = IJl Kl where 
Kr = F&I. l •@Fr@xF~+1Qx2F~+28~ l l (direct product). 
Hence K is the ascendin. union of flat R-modules, and therefore K is a flat 
ule. Consequently, the module C has flat dimension G 1 over R. By a result 
of Raynaud and Gruson [9], it follows that C has finite projective dimension as 
well. 
M 2.4. The module Hom(C, R) = C* is naturally an A-module. As an R- 
module C* is flat and can be embedded as a. pure submodule in a direct product of 
copies of R. 
Proof. Since C is an A-module, one puts an A-module structure on C* 
(af) (c) =: f(c). From above we have that C has a finite R-projective resolution 
via 
Also as noted above, we have that 
Extk(C, R)= 0 for i >O. 
tain an exact sequence 
Since each Hom(P,, R) is a at R-module, it follows that C* is also flat. For the 
C* is isomorphic with a pure submodule of Hom(PO, R)= 
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Lemma 2.5. The A-module C* is a direct limit of countably generated A-modules 
which are pure and free in C* as R-modules. 
,_ 8’ “_. 1 “_ /1 : j :, 
Proof. From the preceding disc&on; we have that there is apre exact sequence. 
&+C*+~-+p+‘*+~~+O, 
where the PF ape each direct products of copies of Ip. From [3; Lemma 1.51 it 
follows that each PT is a direct limit of its countably generated pure R-submodules. 
It now suffices to show that, if one has a pure exact s quen~~O+K+M$V+Oof 
flat R-modules, where both M and N are direct lim&ts of their countably generated 
pure (necessarily flat) R-submodules, then K is also such a direct limit. Then by 
induction it will follow that C* is a direct limit of [its countably generated pure 
&submodules. Let K0 be any countably generated &submodule of K. Then one 
may choose countably generated pure R-submodules (~fi)~~ and {Ni}Eo of M and 
N, respectively, such that 
KoCMiCMi+,, foreachia0, 
and such that 
Ni r4(Mi)S Ni+l, for ia0. 
Put ,IM,, = lJi N;: and No0 = Ui Nfi Then Mm and No0 are countably generated pure 
R-submodules of M and N, respectively, and moreover we have that 4(Moo) = Nao 
with &CM,. Let K,==KnMm. It easily fisllows that Km is a countably 
generated, pure flat R-submtidue of .K containing KO. By using the “interlacing” 
technique above and the fact that A is a module finite extension of R, it follows that 
a cofinal subset of the countably generated pure Ssubmodules in the direct limit of 
C* are in fact A-modules as well. The remaining fact that these countably 
generated pure &ubmodules are free as &modules follows from the fact that C* 
is pure in Pg = n R and a result of Raynaud and Gruson [9] (see also [ 3; Corollary 
1.61). 
We have now established the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 2.6. Let the compleie local ring A be a module finite extension of the 
cornplece local Gorenstein ring I?. Suppose that x is a regular nonunit of R and that 
e nonzcro A/XVI-module is free as an Rfx”R-module for ea 
en some cou~lta~~~~ generated nonzero A-module is free as an 
order to estab 
necessary to be worki 
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with Theorem 2.6 in hand, it appears to be nontrivial to reduce the existence (in all 
characteristics) of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules down to dimension zero. As 
Hochster points out in [5], there are module finite extensions of zero dimensional’ 
Gorenstein rings without representations over the Gorenstein ring. 
In this section we shall discuss some applications of maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
modules which are free *(nodules over 2. base regular local ring. The advantage of 
these modules is that tf )ey turn projective complexes into projective complexes 
over the base regular rir-g. It is often the case that the conclusions desired can be 
easily obtained over the egular ring and then translated back to the original ring. 
The basis for these rest ts are Lemma 3.1 (due to H.-B. Foxby [2]) and Theorem 
3.2. Although our statc.>ment of the next lemma differs slightly from Foxby’s [2; 
Proposition 6.31, the proof is exactly the sa,me. 
Lemma 3.1 (Foxby). tit A be a local ring having an ideal I with dim A = dim A/I 
such that A/ I is a module finite extension of a regular local ring R. Moreover, assume 
that some A/ I- module C is free over R. If M is an A- module of finite flat dimension 
over A, then TorF( C, M) = 0 for all i > 0. 
l’korem 3.2. Let the local ring A be a module finite extension of the regular local 
ring R and suppose that C is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay A-module which is free 
over R. Suppose that M is an A-module and that the complex 
represents an &free resolution of M. 
(a) ?%e complex CO, IF is then an R-free complex with homology Torp(C, M) for 
i 2 0. Moreover, HO(C @ IF) = C @A M # 0.’ 
(b) If M has finite flat dimensicn over A., then C @A IF is an acyclic free complex 
over R. 
(c) If K is an A-module, then CO, K is R-free if and only if K is A-free. 
Consequently, if pdA M < 00, then pdA M = pdR(C 0 M). 
. Part (a) is clear except perhaps for the fact that C aA M # 0. However, this 
is a consequence of the isomorphism 
and the fact that A BR C is isomorphic to a free A-module, since C is R-free. Part 
(b) foillows easily from Lemma 3.1. 
en neces- 
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is isomorphic with a direct sum of copies f K, since A QR C is necessarily A-free. 
Hence, K is isomorphic to an A-direct summand of a free A-module and thus is 
itself free. 
The above theorem gives an easy proof of the result of Raynaud and Gruson [9] 
in a special case of complete local rings. 
CoroUary 3.3 (Raynaud--Gruson). S~~~pose that A is an equicharacteristic complete 
loca! ring which is a module finite extension of the complete regular local ring R. If 
is a flat A-module, then M has A-projective dimension sdim A. 
Proof. From [3] we have that there is an A-module C which is free as an 
moclule. Let IF + M be an A-free resolution of Pcl. Then C OR fF is an R-free 
resolution of C@ M. By Theorem 3.2(c), we have that 
We now apply Theorem 3.2 to give a rather short proof of Foxby’s result [2; 
Theorem 6.21. Let A be a local ring and let be a (not necessarily finitely 
generated A-module). For the purposes of our next theorem, we define the dimen- 
sion of M to be dim(A/ann(M)). If A is a module finite extension of the local ring 
R, we observe that dimA M = dimR M. The local ring A is called essentially equi- 
characteristic provided there is an ideal I in .Q with dim ,4 = dim(A/I) and such 
that A/I contains a field as a subring. 
Theorem 3.4 (Foxby). Let (A, m) be an essentially equicharacteristic lo al ring and 
let M be an A-module such that mM # M. Ther: dim 4 s dim M +flat dim M. 
Proof. Of course we may assume that flat dim M < W, that is, that M has a finite 
flat resolution IF + M. As was observed by Foxby [2], we may assume that ,4 is 
complete. We can now find a minimal prime P in A so that dim A = dim A/P and 
such that A/P is a module finite extension of an equicharacteristic omplete, 
regular local ring R. From [3], there is an A/P-module C such that C k frze as an 
R-module. From Lemma 3.1, we have that 
y that C& ff is a finite flat res,I&o e C@, 
dim = dim A, di 
an 
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Thus, it suffices to establish the result for A a complete regular local ring. If the 
maximal ideal pn is in Ass M, then 
Ext:(M, A) = Tor$(M, E)” # 0, 
where d = dim A and E - A” is the injective envelope of the residue field of A. 
Hence the conefusion holds in this case. Moreover, using localization, one can use 
that 
To&:M. E(A/ Q )3 # 0, for h z htQ, 
where E(A/Q) is the injec ‘tive envelope of A/Q, for Q E Ass M. Thus, 
dilyj .A$ z= It-t-dim ll/Q<h+dimMsflatdimM+dimM, 
which completes our proc L 
Note added in proof 
The hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 is too weak as stated. The hypothesis hould read 
that “A$ is a flat Ap-module for each nonmaximal’prime ideal P in A.” With this 
strengthening of the hypothesis, Lemma 1.2 becomes correct with the proof given. 
Further, the application of Lemma 1.2 in Example 1.3 7 emains correct with this 
change. The same error i s also committed in Proposition 1 .lO [3]. Here the 
hypothesis E hould state that 1M is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module for every 
system of parameters of R. The conclusion that A4 is a flat module over the regular 
local ring then f--4ow. The author would like to thank H.-B. Foxby for pointing out 
these deficiencies in the aforementioned statements. 
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